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How Big Is the Tent? 
by David W. Gill 
Ellul Forum 31 Spring 2003, p. 19 
 
Not too long ago I attended a concert by Diana Krall and heard her make a sardonic reference to 
unnamed “jazz police” who had questioned her jazz authenticity.  More recently a couple friends of mine 
in the “opera police” sputtered and fumed at a giant poster promoting the latest album from Italian singing 
star Andrea Bocelli, which hung just across the train platform from us. 
 
Such experiences raise the question of whether The International Jacques Ellul Society---or any other 
individuals or organizations---might be tempted to act as a sort of  “Ellul police,” passing judgment on who 
is or is not qualified as an “authentic” representative of Ellul’s thought.  Another way to put it is to ask 
whether we want a “little tent” accommodating only those with whom we agree---or a “big tent” that 
welcomes diversity and disagreement. 
 
The IJES choice is to welcome anyone who in any way supports the goals of (1) preserving and 
disseminating the literary and intellectual heritage of Jacques Ellul, (2) extending his social critique, 
especially concerning technology, and (3) extending his theological and ethical research with its special 
emphases on hope and freedom.   Affirm these goals, pay your annual dues, and you are in our  “big tent” 
Ellul organization. 
 
One reason for our “big tent” philosophy is tactical:  all of us who care about Ellul need to work together if 
we want to accomplish the goals listed above.  We are relatively small in number and scattered all over 
the globe.  Publishing projects, conferences, and the like, are costly and labor-intensive.  If we really care 
about Ellul’s legacy, this is the time for collaboration, not fragmentation. 
 
The historical reality is that an incredibly diverse group of people looks back to Jacques Ellul as a primary 
teacher and source of inspiration.  Our current IJES leadership reflects some of that diversity: our 
professions range from attorney to university professor to independent scholar;  our specialties range 
from communications to history, philosophy, language, theology, religion, ethics, political science, and 
law;  some are active in churches (of various denominations) and some are not;  we live in all regions of 
the United States and in England and France.   
 
In the early 1970s, I recall being impressed at seeing Ellul’s name in a catalog course description for 
Cal’s Boalt Hall law school---as well as in sociology and theology course descriptions in other 
departments and schools.  I was amazed at the diverse parade of Ellul admirers which I soon became 
aware of:  mainstream Lutheran historian Martin Marty, Brave New World author Aldous Huxley, L’Abri 
evangelical intellectual Os Guinness, ex-Watergate-con, “born again” Prison Fellowship leader Chuck 
Colson, Anabaptist theologians John Howard Yoder and Vernard Eller, Catholic Worker leader Jeff 
Dietrich, counter-cultural historian Theodore Roszak, southern Christian church social activists Will 
Campbell and James Holloway, French professor Joyce Hanks and others now on our IJES board . . . 
and this is just a sample.  Today, the Ellul tent stretches to include José Bové, the French farmer and 
anti-globalization activist, and Andy Baker and his “Jesus Radicals,” who, inspired by Ellul’s  
version of Christian anarchy and discipleship, are out there bearing witness and getting arrested for 
protesting America’s international violence.   
 
This diversity among the students of Jacques Ellul is a wonderful thing in a world of partisan orthodoxies 
and narrow affinity groups.  Little or nothing is gained, and much can be lost, by evading discussion with 
those different from ourselves and with whom we may disagree.  Learning is rarely enhanced by 
narrowing our debates too soon.  Whether based on fear or ignorance (two common sources), a strategy 
of exclusion is misguided. 
 
The bottom line on this topic is that Jacques Ellul himself engaged all comers and viewpoints.  He read 
widely and welcomed engagement with his critics as well as enthusiasts.  He constructively stimulated the 
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thinking and behavior of an unusually wide and diverse group of listeners and readers.  He often wrote 
and said that his objective was not to provide a set of answers but rather to provide people with improved 
means to think for themselves.  If Ellul’s “anarchy” means anything, it allows for freedom, risk, 
transgression, deviance, and a readiness to be out of control. 
 
In light of all of this, the IJES tent is designed to be big.   We welcome your entry, your ideas, and your 
participation, and we encourage you to spread the word about the IJES to everyone you think might be 
interested. 
 


